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ABSTRACT

Despite their wealth and modern road systems, traffic injury rates in Middle Eastern countries are generally higher than those in Western countries. The authors examined traffic injuries in Qatar during 2000–2010, a period of rapid population growth, focusing on the impact of speed control cameras installed in 2007 on overall injury rates and mortality. During the period 2000–2006, prior to camera installation, the mean (SD) vehicular injury death rate per 100 000 was 19.9±4.1. From 2007 to 2010, the mean (SD) vehicular death rates were significantly lower: 14.7±1.5 (p=0.028). Non-fatal severe injury rates also declined, but mild injury rates increased, perhaps because of increased traffic congestion and improved notification. It is possible that speed cameras decreased speeding enough to affect the death rate, without affecting overall injury rates. These data suggest that in a rapidly growing Middle Eastern country, photo enforcement (speed) cameras can be an important component of traffic control, but other measures will be required for maximum impact.

INTRODUCTION

Road traffic injuries are a major component of the global burden of disease and disability and, in most countries, are the major cause of death during the first few decades of life.1 In the Middle East, in countries with high income levels, motor vehicle deaths are higher than in many other world regions where income levels are much lower.

During the last decade, Qatar, a member of the Gulf Cooperation Council, has exhibited rapid economic development and recently gained prominence by winning the bid for hosting the 2022 FIFA World Cup. Qatar, a small country with a total land area of about 11 600 km², shares a common border with Saudi Arabia and is situated on a peninsula jutting into the Persian Gulf. The population, now estimated to be 1.6–1.8 million, has increased rapidly, as have the number of motor vehicles and licensed drivers. The estimated length of the road system is about 1600 km, and about half of the roads are divided highways. To alleviate traffic congestion in Doha, the capital city, Qatar is increasing the number of divided roads. During the last decade, traffic death rates in Qatar increased steadily, reaching a level of 23 per 100 000 in 2005. In comparison, in Western Europe and North America, motor vehicle death rates ranged from about 5 to 10 per 100 000.1

In Qatar, until 2007, nearly two-thirds of all trauma-related deaths were caused by vehicular crashes and three-fourths of the victims were less than 50 years of age.2 Beginning in early 2007, much more stringent traffic control measures were implemented—an increase in fines for traffic violations, greater attention to seat belt use and an increase in the number of speed control cameras from 14 to 84 (a sixfold increase). Reports of the effectiveness of speed enforcement detection devices from Westernised countries (Europe, North America and Australia) have shown some beneficial impact on reducing road traffic injury and death rates,3 but there are limited data on the use of photo enforcement cameras in other countries of the Middle East.

The aim of this study was to examine time trends in motor vehicle injuries in Qatar between 2000 and 2010, with particular emphasis on the impact of photo enforcement cameras.

METHODS

For this report, we relied upon yearly data collected and stored by the Qatar Supreme Council of Health during the years 2000 to 2010. These data are the basis of comprehensive health reports published annually by the Health Information Section of the Supreme Council of Health. Additional information about traffic control measures was obtained from the traffic department of the Ministry of Interior.

We considered any death within a 30-day period after a motor vehicle injury as being caused by that injury. Included in this category are drivers, passengers and occupants of trucks and buses, as well as pedestrians and bicyclists injured by motor vehicles. In addition to motor-vehicle-associated deaths, we also recorded non-fatal injuries classified as severe (requiring hospitalisation) or mild (not requiring hospitalisation).

The traffic department supplied information on the yearly number of tickets issued for traffic violations. By dividing the number of yearly tickets by the total population, we obtained population-based estimates of the frequency of traffic violations. However, these cannot be considered true rates because many individuals had received more than one ticket. Tickets issued as a result of activity collected by the photo enforcement system were only for speeding or for driving through red lights and not for other traffic violations.

We used means, standard deviations and Student t test to compare the frequency of motor vehicle injuries and tickets issued for traffic violations before and after speed cameras were installed in 2007. All statistical tests were two-sided. The project was approved by the Weill Cornell institutional review board.
RESULTS
During the study period, the overall population of Qatar increased from 614,000 to 1.7 million; about 75% of the population were <40 years of age. There were a total of 27,722 motor vehicle injuries, including 1991 deaths (table 1). Tickets issued for traffic violations increased dramatically during the study period, from about 52,000 in 2000 to over a million in 2010.

Injury rates: time trends
Changes in injury rates differed by degree of severity. Mild injury rates exhibited inconsistent changes until 2007, when there was a sudden and sustained increase. Severe, that is, non-fatal injuries requiring hospitalisation decreased steadily throughout the period. In contrast, fatal injuries showed a steady increase until speed camera installation in 2007, when there was a sharp drop. During the period 2000 to 2006, the mean (SD) vehicular injury death rate per 100,000 was 19.9 (6.4); from 2007 to 2010, the mean (SD) vehicular death rates were significantly lower: 14.7 (6.1) (p = 0.043) (figure 1). The decline in fatal injury rates from 2007 to 2010 was restricted to persons <40 years of age; there was no significant change in fatal injury rates for older persons (figure 2).

Ticketing rates for traffic violations: time trends
After the installation of photo enforcement cameras in early 2007, there was a marked increase in the number of tickets issued: prior to camera installation, the mean (SD) number of tickets issued per 100 population was 13.9 (6.7) compared to 52.4 (6.7) after camera installation (p < 0.001). The increase in tickets for traffic violations corresponded with the decreased death rate from traffic injuries (figure 3).

DISCUSSION
This study of traffic injuries in a small Middle Eastern country was conducted during a period of rapid population growth leading to an approximately threefold increase in the number of registered vehicles and a much higher increase in the number of licensed drivers—a possible explanation for the increase in the number of mild, non-fatal injuries.

During the study period, the traffic department of the Ministry of Interior authorised an increase in the number of cameras from 14 to 84, with nearly all the increase taking place in 2007. As a result, tickets issued increased dramatically and were associated with a significant decrease in the motor vehicle injury death rate. With respect to the role of traffic tickets, we observed what appears to be a threshold effect: below 40 per 100, an increase in the number of tickets had no impact on death rates.
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What is already known on the subject

- Throughout the world, road traffic injuries are a major cause of morbidity and mortality.
- Middle Eastern countries have high motor vehicle injury rates.
- In Western countries, speed cameras have been proven to be effective in controlling traffic crashes, but they have not been evaluated in the Middle East.

What this study adds

- In Qatar, a country with recent rapid population and economic growth, road traffic deaths increased steadily during the first several years of the 21st century.
- After installation of speed control cameras in 2007, there was a significant drop in motor vehicle deaths.
- When combined with additional traffic control measures, speed control cameras in non-Western countries can help reduce the burden of road traffic injuries.

rate. However, above this level, there was a profound drop in traffic deaths, which has persisted over a 4-year period (figure 5).

A major weakness of the study is that we cannot be sure how much of the reduction in death rates was caused by the new camera surveillance system. Although the sixfold increase in the number of installed cameras was associated with a highly significant increase in the number of traffic tickets issued, it is possible that other factors such as an increase in the amount of fines, increased use of seat belts by motor vehicle occupants, more effective triage and transportation or improved patient care may have contributed to the lowered death rates.

Another weakness of this study is that although traffic deaths and serious injuries declined during the study period, the incidence of mild injuries not requiring hospitalisation increased. We believe that this could be related to improved notification of mild injuries or to the rapid population growth resulting in increased traffic density. Another explanation is that speed cameras decreased speeding enough to reduce the death rate, without affecting less severe injuries.

Opinions about the effectiveness of speed control cameras are conflicting. 3–6 Most reports resemble our study, which used a before/after design. In Qatar, photo cameras appear to have had the greatest impact on fatal injuries rather than on severe or mild injuries, and decreases in motor vehicle deaths were more noticeable in younger persons, who constitute three-fourths of the population.

In 2008, of persons with serious injuries, about 20% were native Qataris, which is approximately equal to the proportion of Qatars in the population. Therefore, we believe that both the native and the non-native groups have about the same risk of motor vehicle injury. This is reassuring because many of the non-Qatari inhabitants come from countries where driving regulations differ from Qatar’s.

How do current death rates in Qatar compare to other regions? In 2009, many Western countries such as Spain, Ireland, Austria, France, Germany, UK, Sweden, Norway and Australia had road traffic death rates ranging from 5 to 10 per 100 000, lower than the 2009 rate of 14 per 100 000 for Qatar. This suggests that appropriate well-enforced laws have the potential for further reducing traffic death rates. This could be important in Qatar, where road traffic injuries have been considered an ‘epidemic’ and more than 25% of drivers have been involved in a road traffic crash. 7
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